
Modern hospitals are increasingly focusing on

their core competences: good medical and 

nursing care. The Custom Procedure Tray 

concept developed by Medica Europe 

responds perfectly to this tendency. For

the hospital staff, the collection and 

preparation of materials for operations is

labour-intensive, cost-intensive. When your

hospital employs the Custom Procedure Tray

concept, all this work is taken out of your hands,

thereby saving both time and money.

Medica Europe BV | Galliërsweg 20 | 5349 AT Oss  | The Netherlands

Tel. +31 412 671300 | Fax. +31 412 671310

www.medica-europe.nl 

If you are interested in the Medica Europe
Custom Procedure Trays, simply send an e-mail to:

Info@medica-europe.nl and we will arrange a visit for you to

our production facility in Oss. You can also make an appoint-

ment with one of our account managers.
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Sourcing Medica Europe is able to order 
products from practically any supplier you wish,
anywhere in the world. Your specifications plus
our expertise always lead to the best solution.

Best Cost Medica Europe always looks for the
best price-quality ratio for the products in the
trays. Our worldwide presence enables us to
make attractive contracts with our suppliers. But,
of course, the cost of buying in the components
is not the only pricing factor. Tasks you are 
currently obliged to undertake in-house will be
included in the price you pay: 100% guarantee of
quality, efficient logistics management and
appropriate stock control. This quality/price sum
is amazingly keen.

Fast Change Modern health care requires speed
and flexibility. That is what you can expect from
us. Products on the market are continually 
changing and improving. We enable you to react
to such changes in an appropriate manner.
Medica Europe is only too pleased to offer you
advice. A new innovative product? We change
the make-up of the Custom Procedure Tray on
request. In brief: Medica Europe is flexible.

Quality Quality control is a continuous process.
We guarantee consistantly high quality with
regard to the products and trays. Medica
Europe’s Production Department works according
to international quality standards. Moreover, our
suppliers expect us to assess their products 
critically. You can rely on Medica Europe.

Choice The choice of products in the tray is up to
you. We will advise, but in the end you yourself
decide the make-up of the Custom Procedure
Tray. Draw up a list of your wishes, specifications,
products and brand names and we will give you
a very competitive cost estimate.
Medica Europe is ahead of the field in Custom
Procedure Trays. You are good at medical and
nursing care. Medica Europe specialises in
assembling, packaging and the ready-to-use
supply of Custom Procedure Trays.

Customised Quality
"Quality is not an act, it is a habit." (Aristotle)

On-time Delivery You want to have Custom
Procedure Trays in the hospital that meet the
current demand – in other words, rapid
throughput and a small in-house stock. Medica
Europe can do this for you, whatever way you
want it. Your planning forms the basis of
Medica Europe’s planning. A few times a week,
ten times a month, ad hoc in emergencies… We
guarantee the right quality and quantity at the
best price. Tailor-made quality, on time!

Responsiveness Good service requires a quick
and appropriate response. This is Medica
Europe’s motto. Your request leads to a rapid
response on the part of Medica Europe. A change
in products, different delivery times, changes to
quantity… you ask and Medica Europe does the
rest. No complicated procedures: just short and
efficient lines of communication guarantee
interactive collaboration.
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